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Abstract

After a survey of the specific features of ubiquitous computing applications and corresponding middleware requirements, we list the various paradigms used in the main middlewares for ubiquitous computing in the literature. We underline the lack of works introducing the use of the concept of Aspects in middleware dedicated to ubiquitous computing, in spite of being used for middlewares improvement in other domains. Then we introduce our WComp middleware model which federates three main paradigms: event based web services, a lightweight component-based approach to design dynamic composite services and an adaptation approach using the original concept called Aspect of Assembly. These paradigms lead to two ways to dynamically design ubiquitous computing applications. The first implements a classical component-based compositional approach to design higher-level composite Web Services and then allow to increment the graph of cooperating services for the applications. This approach is well suited to design the applications in a known, common and usual context. The second way uses a compositional approach for adaptation using Aspect of Assembly, particularly well-suited to tune a set of composite services in reaction to a particular variation of the context or changing preferences of the users. Having detailed Aspect of Assembly concept, we finally comment results indicating the expressiveness and the performance of such an approach, showing empirically that principles of aspects and program integration can be used to facilitate the design of adaptive applications.
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1 Ubiquitous computing

We are standing on the brink of a new computing era, one that will fundamentally transform our computing usages. In September 1991, Mark Weiser in [36] unveiled his vision of ubiquitous computing. He described the future like a world where computing systems are available anywhere but not visible. Already, early forms of ubiquitous computing are obvious in the widespread use of laptops and mobile phones. But how did we get here?

Leaving the mainframe time, the society, motivated by desires of individualism, did migrate to a personal computing model. Supported by lot of technologies’ innovations, two majors ways, identified by Lyytinen in [21], appear. Firstly, the mobility integrates the society way of life, and in the same time integrates phones and computers. Secondly, a kind of technophobia or more precisely a society rebuttal in front of the growing difficulty to use the new technologies did give birth to concept of integration. The computing systems integration with the physical environment act toward to hide computing systems complexity and diversity for end-users.

But beyond these criteria of mobility and integration, what are the ubiquitous computing challenges? The principal challenge of ubiquitous computing is to resolve the new computing “multiple-multiplicity”. Indeed…
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now many users can be using simultaneously many applications (fragmented in many pieces of software often called services). These users interact with many devices to communicate with other people located in many different physical places and environments.

In summary, we could identify three concepts concerning entities (users and devices) evolving in the new ubiquitous world. The entities mobility is the first concepts of the new world. It does describe motions of users and of their devices. The second concept is the entities heterogeneity that outlines the diversity between entities capabilities and also possibilities offered by various unknown functionalities of new smart objects. Finally, the last concept is the environment high dynamicity. It does illustrate the ubiquitous world entropy with its appearance and disappearance. As a result, future ubiquitous computing architectures should implement these concepts to resolve ubiquitous computing challenges.

The scope of this paper can now be outlined briefly. (Sec. 2) We will first draw a state of the art on middlewares for ubiquitous systems according to the most relevant criteria found in literature. (Sec. 3) We then study paradigms used in the ubiquitous computing research field: services oriented architectures, component-based software engineering, event-driven middlewares, and finally aspect-oriented programming. (Sec. 4) From what we have learned about existing middlewares and paradigms characteristics, we defined WComp, our lightweight component model, ubiquitous computing ready, using services to abstract devices and context from the environment, and aspects for structural adaptation of dynamic applications. (Sec. 5) We explain more deeply our aspect adaptation approach, called Aspect of Assembly. (Sec. 6) We then validate our contributions, studying performances and complexity. (Sec. 7) Adaptation is either user-driven, or context-driven. We explain used mechanisms for adaptation of applications. (Sec. 7) Use cases are finally described, in ubiquitous computing environment. (Sec. 8) We summarize our approach of middleware for ubiquitous computing and give directions for future works.

2 Approaches for adaptation in ubiquitous computing environments

Many middlewares have appeared in the ubiquitous computing world, and even more in pervasive or sensors networks, dedicated to adapt software architectures to context-changes. We start by listing relevant middlewares dedicated to ubiquitous computing, and studying main characteristics of ubiquitous computing systems. We will compare paradigms used in this field in the next section (Sec. 3) with the same characteristics and requirements.

2.1 Requirements for middlewares for ubiquitous computing

Requirements and main characteristics of middlewares for ubiquitous computing were widely studied, in lots of papers [23, 6, 24, 14]. They try to define basic requirements for such middlewares, which makes a long list if we gather everything. We will only focus on a subset, which mostly refers to our works, and represents the most relevant characteristics of ubiquitous computing middlewares.

Of course, all these middlewares support adaptation, but we distinguish two categories [6]: structure changes or behavior changes. Structural adaptation consists in modifying an assembly of component while preserving its behavioral-services. A behavioral-service describes a sequence of operations to be executed on a particular component. Thus, a behavioral adaptation may, in some case, lead to the failure of the black-box abstraction of components or services.

Heterogeneity is the ability to handle different programming language, OS, hardware or communication protocols. Extensibility is the ability for an end-user to extend or modify the system easily. Scalability refers to the ability for a system to grow in the future, to extend to higher load applications, or to a wider network. Security can be an important concern in some applications, since ubiquitous computing may use private data from the user. Some middlewares use authentication and authorization mechanisms to protect user data.

Reactivity is a key feature for pervasive or ubiquitous adaptive systems. If it has to react on context changes, middleware have to handle some kind of event notification, like a publish/subscribe mechanism. Mobility is of course handled by all ubiquitous middlewares, since they create application from mobile devices, and a changing context. The Discovery of those devices is important too; it is better to discover dynamically which device is in the environment than hard-code them beforehand. The last characteristic we will focus on
for the state of the art is *Updating*, which is the ability to update parts of the middleware, like components or services at run-time.

[23] have isolated other characteristics to adaptive systems, like feasibility, which is a mechanisms handling resource unavailability resulting in middleware functionalities that cannot be provided at some time. Since ubiquitous systems are context-dependent, they have to deal with such concerns. Robustness is another characteristic which should be handled by ubiquitous adaptive systems. Feasibility can be a part of it. Execution environment moving, devices appearing/vanishing, errors rises must not affect middleware stability and its capacity to adapt continuously.

### 2.2 Existing middlewares

We focus on a few middlewares approaches for ubiquitous computing, and we summarize in Table 1 how they handle previous characteristics and requirements.

- **GAIA** [28] aims to provide middleware support for active space environments such as smart rooms and living environments. It essentially provides a distributed operating system where all inputs, outputs and processing units within a room are considered as a single computer. GAIA uses a component repository and centralized approaches to events, and services discovery. Code can be updated replacing components in the repository.

- **ExORB** [29] projects main aim is to contribute towards construction of configurable, updatable and upgradable middleware services. It targets the mobile phone industry, thus mobility is explicitly addressed. Code updating is possible but requires human intervention to spread the changes. ExORB uses IIOP and XML-RPC, enabling heterogeneity. Its software configuration can change at runtime, implying an adaptability potential.

- **CORTEX** [35, 32] proposes a novel sentient object model to address the emergence of a new class of application that operate independently of human control. Infrastructure-based and ad-hoc based wireless environments are considered to address mobility. The middleware is highly configurable at run-time. It reacts on events by changing the behavior of objects.

- **Aura** [17, 34] is a context-aware middleware which can be used to create mobile applications. It represents the user by its aura, like a Personal Area Network (PAN), and brings the appropriate resources from the services of the environment to support the user’s task. Context changes are notified by events, and tasks can change while context is evolving. It’s also interesting to note that it suspends tasks which cannot be processed anymore due to a context change, storing their state for a future resume. User location information is secured by a SPKI/SDSI (Simple Public Key and Simple Distributed Security Infrastructures). Moreover, constraints can be expressed in task descriptions, and the middleware restricts some of its operations in order to stop a violation if they are violated (on context for example).

- **Oxygen** [1] addresses human needs using speech and vision technologies that enable the user to communicate with it as if the user were interacting with a person. It enables pervasive human-centered computing. It defines intelligent networks with dynamic topologies according to devices locations, fixed and mobile devices with embedded software. Code can be automatically updated thanks to that. Network rules can be specified to allow sets of users to use particular resources.

- **SATIN** [37] (Self-Adaptation Targeting Integrated Networks) argues that the application of logical mobility primitives in a component system assists in building self-organizing mobile systems. They define a component-based middleware, dynamically updatable, for example on context changes.

- **DoAmI** [6] (DOmain-specific AMbient Intelligence) is a service-oriented middleware architecture. It uses CORBA, which enables language heterogeneity handling capabilities and centralized discovery of services. Depending on found services and the current context, DoAmI interconnects them and set them into running state.

- **SCORPIO** [8] proposes a work about structural adaptation of software components. It re-structures components in order to match heterogeneous structures when integrating new components. Moreover,
they propose to divide behavioral-services into several groups so as to deploy them separately on different systems for load balancing.

The table 1 gathers these previously overviewed approaches. For each, we checked the characteristics from (Sec. 2.1) of ubiquitous systems programming supported.

Table 1: Characteristics of middleware approaches for ubiquitous computing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Structural adapt.</th>
<th>Behavioral adapt.</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
<th>Extensibility</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Reactivity</th>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Discovery</th>
<th>Updating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAIA</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExORB</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORTEX</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aura</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATIN</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoAmI</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORPIO</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those approaches are not able to fulfill all our requirements for the kind of system we deal with: dynamic component-based systems applying different application domains which evolve continuously and which adaptation must be symmetric to meet simplicity. But some works modify the content of the components which should be considered as black-boxes for proper reuse. On the other hand, they often base their approaches on fully-computational reflection and middleware. Computational reflection is the possibility for a program to reason about and alter its own behavior. This does not meet requirements because this implies that the execution platform provides full-reflection capabilities which are not possible on embedded targets. Simpler abstraction mechanisms could and should be found.

3 Paradigms

Adaptation requires the ability to reconfigure the deployed code, which is considerably simplified when applications are loosely coupled and modular rather than monolithic blocks of codes. Numerous systems have been designed in order to partially respond to ubiquitous applications’ problems. We distinguish component-based, service-oriented, event-driven, and aspect-oriented systems. By component-based we refer to dynamic and easily manipulable system engineering, by service-oriented we refer to architectures based on services descriptions and interactions, by event-driven we focus on publish-subscribe based middlewares, which notify entities by significant changes, and by aspect-oriented we refer to the methodology enabling separation of concerns.

3.1 Component-based software engineering

Components, as they were defined in [2], are an alternative to object-oriented programming in the design and handling of basic entities. Components provide functionalities, exported and used through their interfaces. We focus on black-box components, for which we only know the semantic, but not the implementation, like services oriented architectures. Components are usually more finely grained than services. However some component models like EJB or CCM are more seen like services on this point, since, in addition, they can be deployed and distributed on a network. On the other side, OSGi is often considered as a component-based
system, due to its relative lightness. We mainly focus on lightweight component models, like JavaBeans or .NET components despite their need for a virtual machine, which can be fitted in embedded systems and easily used in pervasive systems. Conversely, Heavy components include a part of the middleware which makes them become services, i.e. capable of automatic injection of proxy and dynamic construction of glue codes. They can also handle multiple requests at the same time, and robustness is increased, due to several non-functional embedded properties. The intersection of a lightweight component and a service constitutes the core functional component. [16] suppressed a level of complexity by introducing the self-adaptive component model K-Component which enables individual components to adapt to changing environments through a complex decentralized coordination model which simplified the integration of multiple objectives and allowed groups of components to collectively adapt their behavior.

**Component-based systems bring dynamicity to local application, enabling pieces of softwares and relations between them to be added, removed or updated at run-time.**

### 3.2 Service-oriented systems

The main features of service-oriented systems are their flexibility in handling dynamicity and their suitability to the integration of new devices. They are also relevant to and very used by distributed computing. Services can appear or vanish on a network, notifying the whole system, and reconsidering the services used for the application which best suits the needs. From a certain point of view, this notification can be considered being part of an event-driven system, but this is only made by the services repository, and services cannot send applicative events to other services.

Our aim is not that different from the aim of the non-distributed lightweight service architecture OSGi [22]. But this approach remains Java dependent and therefore the model stays to some extent confronted to object-oriented architecture inter-dependency. Indeed, we rather draw from the CORBA standard which was a precursor of Services Oriented Architectures used for distributed computing, enabling different languages and different computer architectures to share data and act in the same application. Later, web services came up providing this kind of wider interoperability using Web standards.

A second point is lacking in services-oriented systems when used in pervasive systems: they rely on a centralized architecture, like the CORBA broker, or a UDDI repository for web services. Mobile systems can appear on several networks, often wireless and not persistent, and need a more flexible approach.

Furthermore, [37] provided logical primitives to transfer codes so as to reconfigure software systems and enhance robustness. [27] focused on the configuration and integration of devices in pervasive computing scenarios which include self-organizing configuration for pervasive computing environments supporting unskilled installation. They coupled a domain specific language (DSL) and middleware but with a centralized approach.

**Service-oriented systems allow robustness, coordinating services in a programmatic decentralized collaboration.**

### 3.3 Event-driven systems

Event-driven architectures have been used for self-adaptive or reconfigurable systems for many years. Their common distinctive feature is the weak-coupling of components meaning individual components do not know the components realizing their required functionalities at design time. The information is set at runtime either by the component itself or another one. The first case is illustrated by the reflective component model OpenCOM v2 where new types of components can be added and function calls can be altered by modifying a process vtable [10]. The second case is known as the principle of Inversion of Control that has been experimented in a lightweight container in [4, 13] as an interactive adaptive system. Weak-coupling offers a high degree of expandability but its relatively low level of abstraction does not allow complex software design. **Event-driven systems are not suitable for very complex design, but adequate for reactivity and dynamicity.**

### 3.4 Aspect-oriented systems

We consider that the three previous paradigms are made to be used for composition, creating the system behavior and initial structure. Aspect-oriented programming can be seen as an orthogonal approach, used for adaptation.
Aspect-oriented systems [19] consist of a set of join points, pointcuts, advice, and weaving loops which operate at runtime or design-time to construct or modify an executable program from cross-cutting concerns. It cannot exist alone, and is most often associated with object-oriented programming. The trend consists now in considering adaptations as cross-cutting components woven as classical AOP aspects. [15] designed a DSL and expressed adaptation concerns as aspectual components in order to monitor self-adaptive systems. He also proposed to express pointcuts in terms of binding scripts. However, this approach does not provide a collaborative combination and does not avoid semantic conflicts by the bindings declaration. 

Aspect-oriented systems provide an enhanced modularity as they include separation of concerns, but are not intended to achieve service collaboration.

3.5 Paradigms of existing middlewares

To link these paradigms with real world approaches, we list what paradigms are used by the middlewares we studied in (Sec. 2.2).

- GAIA relies on services with events and components, but in a centralized approach. This is not convenient for networks that change frequently.
- ExORB uses Micro-Building Blocks which behave close to a component architecture for the modularity and updatability, it has a component structure, but is called ORB like Object Request Broker. However, the communication protocols used look more like services ones. So this is not very clear what paradigm is used by ExORB.
- CORTEX uses objects as main entity of its network, and events for communications between them.
- Aura finds services in the environment, and notifies the middleware using events for context changes. However, it is built with components.
- Oxygen uses a distributed object oriented database to upgrade softwares, improve performances and add features easily.
- SATIN defines a component model but does not rely on any other paradigm.
- DoAmI uses CORBA services only.
- SCORPIO adapts using structural modifications of a component assembly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAIA</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExORB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORTEX</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aura</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoAmI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORPIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see that approaches used to create middlewares for ubiquitous computing can vary a lot for the paradigm used. But what are the advantages of using one paradigm or another, or even several at a time? The two following subsections will answer this concern.
3.6 Comparison of paradigms characteristics

Table 3 summarizes relative strengths and weaknesses of studied paradigms. We see that we cannot get all ubiquitous computing requirements if we do not use both component, service, and event paradigms. Aspects are orthogonal to these, and give full strength to component assembly adaptations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensibility</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updating</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Components are best suited for adaptation, due to their modularity and dynamicity, as a support for aspect to weave on. Heterogeneity or communication protocols, devices, and languages can be reached using web services. Reactivity needs a publish/subscribe mechanism to broadcast information to several services of the environment at the time it gets available.

3.7 Multi-paradigm systems

Multi-paradigm systems are born to take advantages of several paradigms at the same time. Table 3 (Sec. 3.6) has proved that using only one paradigm cannot achieve full support of ubiquitous computing requirements.

For example, services oriented systems and event-driven systems have gave birth to services for devices [12] like JINI [7]. They give services the ability to send events by themselves to any other service which want to receive them. They also break the need for a centralized repository, and make fully distributed architectures, using multicast discovery. To enable interoperability and standardization brought by web services, web services for devices were created, the two currently existing being UPnP [18] and DPWS [30]. However, creating applications based on web services for devices only may reveal quite non-evolutive, since discovered services, or more exactly their interface, have to be known at code time.

Another example of combination is SCA which stands for Service Component Architectures [3]. SCA handles components and services, using components to manipulate service orchestrations and create higher-level services. However, components used in this model cannot be classified as lightweight components, since the framework provides life cycle operations such as lazy instanciation, or a reduced transaction management, called conversations.

Several combinations of components and aspects have also appeared. For example Aokell [31], which uses aspects create component containers (called “membranes” in the Fractal component model). This only adds non-functional properties handling using aspects. The same team has created FAC [25] (Fractal Aspect Component) which uses a symmetric solution representing aspects by components. With FAC, aspects can intercept messages between components, since they fit in the controller, but do not handle conflicts and structural adaptation of the assembly when inserting or removing aspects. Pointcuts can be specified as a method name, component name, or return type, using regular expressions. OACI [33] (Aspect-Oriented Component Infrastructure) is another approach using aspects to adapt component oriented middlewares, using EJB, which makes it quite heavy for pervasive computing, but its main backdraw is that they use grey-box components and violates the interface access only.

The most promising approach is SAFRAN [15] (Self-Adaptative Fractal Components), though it is autonomic-computing oriented. It defines a structural-adaptable component platform, using aspects as adapting tools. Aspects advice represent a list of structural modification to be applied on the base assembly. The
pointcuts can be defined by two kinds of events: changes from the execution context (e.g. memory or attribute of a resource) and changes from the execution of the target application itself (e.g. reception of a message or creation of a new binding).

Other works on adaptive middlewares are using aspects and services. Services and aspects are getting on the front of the scene, lots of works are appearing, in pervasive computing or context-sensitive worlds [26, 20]. Service fit well with handling of devices in the environment, or mobile-computing issues needing dynamic discovery, and in these works, aspects bring an adaptation layer to services, respecting cross-cutting concerns between the functional code and adaptation code.

4 Our middleware model: WComp

We propose a middleware approach called WComp taking into account, at best, all the previously explained principles for ubiquitous computing. It federates three main paradigms:

- **Event-based web services paradigm**: we distinguish two kinds of services: composite services which are services whose implementation calls other services. They are opposed to basic services, whose implementation are self-contained and does not invoke any other services. They are generally Web Services for Devices like UPnP or DPWS (Sec. 3.7).
  
  Ubiquitous applications are then a graph of event-based web services.

- **Lightweight component-based paradigm inside composite web services**: a Composite Service is based on an internal lightweight components assembly to manage composition between other event-based web services and to design the interface of a new higher-level composite service. We call this paradigm Service Lightweight Component Architecture (SLCA), which is based on events, and a minimum of extra-functional properties unlike SCA [3]. A Composite Service is then a WComp container managing a dynamic assembly of lightweight WComp components and providing an event-based web service interfaces.
  
  A composite event-based web service is dynamically managed using an internal lightweight components assembly.

- **Adaptation paradigm using the original concept called Aspect of Assembly (AA)**: this concept allows to prepare kinds of independent and crosscutting schemes of adaptation dealing with separation of concerns, logically mergeable in case of conflicts and applicable to every Composite Web Service of the application, not necessarily known (a priori).
  
  Adaptations as a set of AA, are designed without knowing event-based web services of the applications. They are applied (weaved for AA) to the set of event-based web services of the applications at runtime implementing required adaptations.

Thus our middleware allows to adopt both ways to dynamically design ubiquitous computing applications. The first implements a classical component-based compositional approach, using SLCA, to design higher-level composite Web Services and then increments the graph of cooperating services for the applications. This approach is well suited to design the applications in a known, common and usual context (Fig. 1). We call such a compositional approach composition for higher-level services.

The other way uses a compositional approach for adaptation using AA, particularly well-suited to tune a set of event-based web services in reaction to a particular variation of the context or even new preferences of the users. We call such compositional approach composition for adaptation.

4.1 Composition for higher-level services with WComp

WComp is a lightweight component-based approach to design composite web services (Fig. 2). A Composite Service encapsulates a WComp container managing a dynamic assembly of lightweight WComp components. The WComp component model is a slightly modified JavaBeans model adapted to other programming languages with the concepts of input and output ports, properties, and hierarchy. Still an instance of a component type, but not necessarily serializable, a component has a unique name and an interface composed
Figure 1: Graph of event-based web service

of two sets of events and methods (event’s names are prefixed by ‘ˆ’). Types of components define their interfaces. We consider \( C \) the set of component instances, \( E \) the set of events characterized by their unique name, and \( M \), the set of methods. We gather the declaration of events and methods in the term ‘port’. We consider a set of links \( L \) which are lists composed of an instance event and a type method. Then an assembly consists of a subset of \( C \) and \( L \). The \textit{container component} implements an API to dynamically control this assembly, and consequently the addition and removal of elements in \( C \) and \( L \). Roughly speaking, we use events – also known as late-bindings, “push” mechanism, or \textit{Inversion of Control} – in lightweight containers which is now shared characteristics of adaptive component models [9].

A \textit{Composite Service provides both service interfaces}. A first interface concerns the new functionalities provided by the composite web service (call functional interface) and the second one allows to modify dynamically the internal assembly of WComp components (call structural interface).

The Functional interface export events and methods of the internal assembly using \textit{probe components}. The insertion of a new probe component can dynamically modify the functional interface and its description of the corresponding composite service.

The structural interface allows to dynamically modify from other connected client (possibly other composite service using a proxy component on this service) the internal assembly of the service by adding, removing, links and components.

\textit{Composition graph of services}. Other event-based web services can be handled in WComp using lightweight \textit{proxy components} to other event-based web services. Thus WComp model can be considered as hierarchical between services.

4.2 Composition for adaptation with WComp

On this first model of WComp [13], our middleware for ubiquitous computing, we introduce an adaptation mechanism using a set of Aspects of Assembly. They can be selected either by the user or triggered by context changes in a self-adaptive process and composed by a weaver with logical merging of high-level specifications (Sec. 5). The result of the weaver is projected in terms of pure elementary modifications (PEMs) – add,
remove components, link, unpair components. When aspects of assembly are weaved, components can be involved in different interactions that must be composed. We detail the Aspects of Assembly principle in the next section.

5 Aspects of assembly

We propose a component-oriented integration which takes into account the adaptation characteristics in (Sec. 2.1). Our architecture is twofold: it consists of an extended model of AOP for adaptation advices and of a weaving process with logical merging. We implemented a toolkit (Fig. 3) which includes AAs as the central concepts. We introduce here concepts used in the rest of the paper:

**Base assembly**: an assembly of components.

**Join point**: components and ports of the base assembly.

**Pointcut**: a description of a set of join points for a particular adaptation advice.

**Adaptation advice**: adaptation advice describing architectural reconfigurations.

**Weaver**: mechanism integrating advice according to specified pointcuts selecting join points from a base assembly. It is also responsible for the merging of conflicting advice.

An AA is structured as an aspect with a pointcut and advice (adaptation advice) which is specified in a DSL using interaction specification firstly defined in [11]. This DSL has been then enhanced in [13] to integrate event-driven declarations. With this present approach, self-adaptive pervasive software developers can reason, plan, and validate AA-based assemblies at all stages of the development phase. Using logical predefined validation rules, logical configurations’ incompatibilities can be detected at runtime.

**Advice**. We present an example of advice which is used in a practical situation for raising an alarm when someone has not been visible for a time, or is out of reach. The advice called ‘Ex’ redefines an input and an output port and is applied to a set of components symbolically represented by the *observed* and *alarm* variables:

```plaintext
1  ADVISEx (observed, alarm):
2      observed."Out" ->
3      ( IF ( alarm.Check ) CALL )
4      alarm.Check ->
```
Figure 3: Aspect of Assembly Definition

```
( alarm.Start ; CALL )
```

**Description.** Firstly, it redefines the `Out` output of the `observed` component, which specifies that actions possibly defined in the base assembly are executed only if the `alarm` component authorizes it. Secondly, it redefines the `Check` input of `alarm`, which specifies that before the execution of the input possibly required by other components, `alarm` must be started, i.e. the `Start` input must be executed.

We defend a minimalistic approach in order to be able to cope with scalability. And for this reason, those specifications are translated into a set of PEM. Any modification can be regarded as an assembly-to-assembly transformation. Thus, the AA designer depicted in the bottom window in (Fig. 3) communicates its PEM to a container (Sec. 4.1).

**Pointcut.** We define pointcut descriptions as sets of filters on base assembly meta data – component ID, their types, etc. Those filters construct a list of parameters satisfying the list of variables of an advice for the latter to be integrated in the base assembly. If only one list is constructed, the advice is integrated only once in the base assembly and the symbolic variables are syntactically replaced in the advice to match the base assembly join points. If several lists are constructed, the advice is duplicated and each set of variables, with one occurrence of each join point, are respectively replaced. For our experiments, we choose for convenience to express filters in the AWK language [5] and define a simple grammar to make AWK responses correspond to advice variables: `<variable>:=<AWK filters>;...`. Example:

```
1  observed := /user*/ ;
2  alarm :=
3     /err*/ { a[substr($1,3)]==$1 }
4  END { for(i=1;i<NR;i++) {print a[i]} } ;
```

**Description.** The `observed` variable is matched against component ID starting with `user` and `alarm`, against those starting with `err`. The second filter (lines 3-4) is an AWK program which, more than matching the beginning of component IDs, actually sorts them by alphanumeric order. The line 3 stores the IDs in a table, depending on their suffix. At the end of the matching test, the program displays stored IDs sorted.

The order of the components is not specified and can be random when a specific program in AWK to sort them is not written. In this example, the first pointcut is unordered and the second is ordered. We consider a base assembly of five components: `err1`, `err2`, `err3`, `user1`, and `user2`. The advice is duplicated into two applicable advices (Ex1, Ex2). The global result is a two dimensional table whose duplicated advices’ parameters the columns represent:
Consequently, in the two duplicated advices Ex1 and Ex2, the parameters of Ex1 and Ex2 are not associated with the parameter with respectively the same ID: user2 is rather associated with err1 and user1 is associated with err2.

1 ADVICE Ex1(user2,err1):
  2 user2. `Out` ->
  3 (IF(err1.Check) CALL)
  4 err1.Check ->
  5 (err1.Start ; CALL)

1 ADVICE Ex2(user1,err2):
  2 user1. `Out` ->
  3 (IF(err2.Check) CALL)
  4 err2.Check ->
  5 (err2.Start ; CALL)

The decision to integrate adaptation advice according to specified pointcut follows the following rules: (1) only the first complete columns of the table become parameters of the duplicated advices (in this example, only the two first columns become parameters). (2) the order of the ID in the first line \{user2, user1\} can change. Therefore, to apply an advice deterministically, lines must be sorted.

**Weaver with logical merging.** The logical integration rules are represented by a matrix representing the two-by-two merging of operators. We give few examples of logical rules in (Fig. 4) and explain the weaving of two advices called ‘Ex’ and ‘AA0’ (line 1 and 6 bellow). Hypothesis: two pointcuts respectively specifying the ‘observed’ variable and the ‘worker’ variable are in conflict (produce the same join points):

1 ADVICE Ex (observed,alarm):
  2 observed. `Out` ->
  3 ( IF ( alarm.Check ) CALL )
  4 alarm.Check -> ( alarm.Start ; CALL )

5 ADVICE AA0 (producer,worker,consumer):
  6 producer. `Out` -> ( worker.In )
  7 worker. `Out` -> ( consumer.In )

**Merging example.** The specification rules (SRs) at line 4 and 6 are not conflicting. Thus, they are copied in the resulting advice (line 5 and 6 below). However, the SRs at line 2 and 7 are conflicting because they redefine the same output `Out` of the confounded observed/worker component. Therefore, their respective specification programs are logically merged and the resulting ‘AA0+Ex’ advice is calculated using the merging matrix (Fig. 4). The ‘+’ operator corresponds to the unordered couple of operations to execute. The merging

![Operator merging matrix](image-url)
process replaces *CALL* at line 3 of ‘Ex’ by *CALL + consumer.In* in ‘AA0+Ex’. The resulting AA is then translated into a set of PEMs. For instance, *IF* operator is interpreted as the addition of a generic component of type *IF*.

```plaintext
1 ADVICE Ex+AA0 (observed,alarm,
2             producer,consumer):
3       observed.^Out ->
4       ( IF ( alarm.Check ) { CALL + consumer.In } )
5       alarm.Check -> ( alarm.Start ; CALL )
6       producer.^Out -> ( observed.In )
```

We saw the AA-specific design process as well as one cycle of the adaptive pervasive application. In the next section, we present the process cycles used to perform self-adaptation.

### 6 Validation

We validate our approach by commenting the results of few experiments on sets of randomly-generated assemblies. The purpose is to show the advantages of AAs while evaluating the additional costs concerning the adaptation time of the composite Web Services of the ubiquitous applications.

In this section, we present the first part of a step by step model of the weaving process using aspects of assembly. We draw some experimental results in order to verify and identify parameters of a simple performance model we propose to predict pointcut matching performance under certain conditions.

#### 6.1 Step by step model of the weaving process

The *assembly size* is the number of components and links. The weaving process is separated in four steps (Fig. 5): selection of AA (1), pointcut matching (2), composition and merging of AAs (3), translation and modifications from an AA to elementary modifications (4) for the container of the corresponding composite service.

**Figure 5: Adaptation Cycle with AA**

First of all, the composition process (3) – logical merging of AAs – depends on the advice of the AAs. Indeed, even if we can assign a measure to an AA in terms of the sum of the number of links and components.
which are necessary for its description, we remain unable to predict the rules that would be processed in order to compose and possibly merge the AAs together. As example, terminal rules such as the “msg+call” rule cost less than recursive rules such as the “if(...) + if(...)” rule in (Fig. 4) and rule selection depends on AA advice specification. It is difficult to predict the content of an AA which depends on many factors (application domain, scenario complexity, etc.). Therefore, we cannot provide a model of the composition time process yet. Finally, modification and transformation model (4) – AA to PEMs and interpretation by the container – exploits composition results. This is the reason why we cannot provide yet a model for it neither.

However, pointcut matching (2) together with selection (1) (which gives joinpoints and specifies duplications of AAs) are processes that perform computation on sets of components and AAs. Thus, their duration varies according to our initially defined parameters (program size and AA size). We may thus design a simple model.

Let $D_p$ be the duration of the pointcut matching process, $D_m$ the duration of the modification. Let $a_1, \ldots, a_n$ be the model parameters (specific to a precise hardware) and $c$ the number of components in the assembly.

### 6.1.1 Pointcut matching

Let $A_{init}$ be the number of initial AAs (those in the repository). We note $d_i$ the number of duplications of the AA number $i$. We have $A_{init}$ aspects of assembly and each of them is associated with a pointcut specification. Hence, each pointcut gives the number $d_i$ of duplications. And each duplication is processed in order to calculate a duplicated AA.

The calculation consists in a AWK processing. We propose here a very simple model of the AWK processor saying that it behaves like $c^2$ where $c$ stands for the number of components. We have the following model for pointcut matching:

$$D_p = a_1 \sum_{i=1}^{A_{init}} (d_i + 1) \times c^2 + a_2$$

The quantity $d_i$ is not easy to determine because it might depend on usage or characteristics of the application. Typically, this quantity depends on how components appear in the system. We have experimented a probabilistic model provided that the application is behaving in the same way.

This model however might not be sufficient for relatively small values for $c$ because it is rather simple. But we obtain a quite good approximation (see the following sections).

### 6.2 Experimental results

We have measured the pointcut matching duration and confronted it with our simple model. In this section, we describe firstly the experimental conditions we have performed the experiment. Then, from the results, we propose an identification of the parameters of the model.

#### 6.2.1 Pointcut matching example

The experiment has been performed on an Intel T2300 1.66GHz processor. During this experiment, components appeared randomly according to a binomial law. We can already infer that the number of duplications noted $d_i$ in the previous section is dependent on this law.

On this system, we programmed an application as follows. Every tenth second (for about 20 seconds), a new component among two categories $l_x$ and $s_y$ is randomly added to the base assembly and their indices $x$ and $y$ are incremented each time from 0 to 200. Every time a new component is added, the pointcut matching process is executed and a set of AAs is selected and applied. To keep the example simple, we defined only one AA called $aa_0$ but able to duplicate when specified.

We explored two cases: the first case consists in disallowing $aa_0$ to duplicate; the second case allows it. We confront our model (in green in the following figures) to the real-world measures (in red).
1) **Without duplication**  The first case we analyse is without duplication and we obtain the graphs in (Fig. 6). This means that for every aspect $i$, the number of duplication $d_i$ is zero and we only use one AA. So, the formula is then simplified as follows:

$$D_p = a_1.c^2 + a_2$$

We draw in (Fig. 6) the experimental result with the predicted model. Although simple, we can see that the model fits quite the experimental data. This first experiment permits to determine the model parameters. We found $a_1 = 280.10^{-9}$ and $a_2 = 2.10^{-3}$.

![Figure 6: Experimental results without duplications](image)

2) **With duplication**  The second case consists in duplicating systematically the AA. But in such a case, we need to know how $d_i$ behaves. As a matter of fact, we know that a component appears randomly, chosen among $l_x$ and $s_y$. Therefore, the AA has a probability of being duplicated of $\frac{1}{2}$. This is why we take $d_i = \frac{1}{2}$ which is the probability of getting the right parameter in order the AA to be duplicated. After simplifications, we obtain the following formula for the performance model and reuse the parameters we determined in the previous experiment:

$$D'_p = a_1.\frac{3}{2}.c^2 + a_2$$

(Fig. 7) shows that the parameters are correct and can be used to characterize the hardware system. We can see irregularities on experiment. This is due to memory collection.

6.2.2 Parameters identification example

We have identified the parameters of our model for T2300 based computer. By bringing the results of the experiment and the model face to face such as in (Fig. 6), we obtain an approximation of the model parameters ($a_1$ and $a_2$). We obtain approximately for the two cases the values for $a_1$ and $a_2$ that remain the same for the two experiences and thus characteristics of the hardware system:

$$a_1 = 280.10^{-9}$$ and $$a_2 = 2.10^{-3}$$
7 Demonstration of Self-adaptation cycles

Self-adaptation consists in reacting to modifications from the user or the environment. Self-configuration is processed by the decoupled AA designer. We describe the user-driven approach and the process which permits to adapt the application to its environment (Fig. 8).

The user-driven adaptation consists in (de-)selecting AA in order to integrate or erase some behaviors and functionalities in the system. The user can also intervene on the base assembly and operate directly on the assembly. Concerning the area of end-user programming, we distinguish expert and end users. Expert users can design new AAs for new situations whereas end-users do not have to create AA, but only select predefined AA. In that case, the interaction with the user is simplified.

The context-driven adaptation consists in scanning the underlying infrastructure periodically in order to verify if devices are still present in the environment. New devices can asynchronously inform the system of their presence by broadcasting a notification. Therefore, when a device is removed from the system's environment, the software component representing the device is unlinked and removed from the base assembly. Conversely, when a new device appears, a new software component representing this new device is added to the assembly. Consequently, the self-adaptation process consists in detecting those structural changes in the base assembly and each cycle of the process checks if either new AA are applicable, or applied AA are not valid anymore. This depends on if required components to an AA are present or not. If a notable change occurred, it recalculates PEMs to be applied on the base assembly.

However, two cases should be considered when an adaptation calculation occurs. The base assembly can be empty (at least no links between components ports). In such a case, the application – more precisely the interactions between components – is constructed by iterations of the application of AAs. Conversely, the base assembly can be composed of interconnected components. In that case, before adapting the assembly by iterations of application of AA, the base assembly (under the form of ADL) is translated into an AA which is always selected to be composed so that the composition of PEMs takes into consideration this initial state. For example, the advice ‘AA0’ explained in Sec. 5 is the AA result of the transformation of a base assembly.

Finally, the adaptation process is projected on a set of services and composite services as defined in Sec. 4.1 and is considered as a distributed system.

To illustrate the principles of described mechanisms, let's take an example of an ubiquitous application. The example we will describe is based on a multi-devices application to send text messages through a network. There are three kinds of communication modes: Wifi or GSM connection and when we lack any infrastructure, the application can store messages and send them to a cache system.
The described application is developed with basic components or services and the adaptation is made using aspects of assembly to re-organise the connections between entities, instantiate new software components, or interact with new services. We have grouped aspects of assemblies into three categories:

- **Basic functionalities**: these aspects of assembly are used to build the application upon the basic available services and components. Each aspect of assembly specifies the method to weave to add a new functionality (Wifi or GSM communication or caching system) to the existing application.

- **Energy Policy**: we have defined three aspects of assembly based on power consumption policy:
  - Minimal power consumption: the Wifi and GSM devices will be disconnected from the application and all the communication will be routed to the cache system to store messages.
  - Standard power consumption: messages are sent by SMS over the GSM network.
  - No limitation to energy consumption: Wifi is used and all messages are routed to this device.

- **Adding new functionality**: the functionality we want to add to our communication application is to be able to use it hand-free. To achieve this, we will define two kinds of aspects:
  - Voice control: this module is dedicated to bind a voice control system to activate part of the user interface,
  - Voice input: this module is used to achieve speech to text recognition to allow input text messages to the system.

For example, here is the code for Aspects of Assembly defined for the voice control and voice input aspects. All these aspects of assemblies are applied to the initial defined application to dynamically build the connections between components or services to give the right behavior. "Basic functionalities" are selected by the context exclusively (a user can’t decide to use a Wifi communication in the infrastructure if not present in the environment), but all other sets of AA can be activated by user or by context of the application.
POINTCUT
  button:=/button*/
  micro:=/microphone*/

ADVICE Vocal_Control(button, micro, vocal_push):
  vocal_push : 'WComp.Services.SpeechCommand';

  micro.^SendAudioFile -> ( 
    vocal_push.TranslateButtonCommand 
  )

  vocal_push.^SendButtonCommand -> ( 
    button.PerformClick 
  )

Figure 9: Voice Control Aspect of Assembly

POINTCUT
  box:=/textBox*/
  micro:=/microphone*/

ADVICE Vocal_Input(box, micro, vocal_input):
  vocal_input : 'WComp.Services.SpeechToText';

  micro.^SendAudioFile -> ( 
    vocal_fill.TranslateText 
  )

  vocal_input.^SendText -> ( 
    box.set_Text 
  )

Figure 10: Voice Input Aspect of Assembly
In the first example presented by (Fig. 11), the application send all messages via the wifi connection (Fig. 11(a)). When the user want to minimize is power consuption to maximize the autonomy (user driven adaptation), or when the battery is low (context drivent adaptation), the aspect of assembly defined in the “Energy Policy” section modify the application to send all data to the cache component (Fig. 11(b)).

\[\text{(a) Before Adaptation} \quad \text{(b) After Adaptation}\]

Figure 11: Adaptation based on Wifi activation

The second example presented by (Fig. 12) shows the application adaptation provided by aspects of assembly dedicated to “New Voice functionality”. The adaptation consist in adding new software components and modifying the connections between components and services to add the new functionnality. All modifications results in structural modifications on the assembly. Defined aspects of assembly for this example can be found in (Sec. ??).

\[\text{(a) Before Adaptation} \quad \text{(b) After Adaptation}\]

Figure 12: Adaptation to pilot application with voice

The described example as been implemented using WComp\(^1\) and Aspects of Assembly paradigms. This application is also included in a framework we have developped for the study of mobile computers appliances in simulated Environments, called Computer Ubiquarium\(^2\). The Ubiquarium\(^3\) comprises various devices and services, which can be discovered and composed at runtime. Those devices can either be virtual devices (3D scene objects in which the user is immersed), or physical devices worn by the user or present in his immediate environment. All devices of the Ubiquarium, physical or virtual, are based on Web Services interfaces which provide a uniform type of interface.

\(^1\)http://rainbow.i3s.unice.fr/wcomp/
\(^2\)From Latin Ubique, everywhere, with the suffix rium meaning location and structure. Hence, Ubiquarium means: "a location or a structure in which computer is everywhere and in everything"
\(^3\)http://rainbow.polytech.unice.fr/ubiquarium/
8 Conclusion

We introduced the WComp middleware approach which federates three main paradigms: an event based web services approach, a lightweight component-based approach to design composite web services and an adaptation approach using the original concept called aspect of assembly (AA). Then we introduce both ways to dynamically design ubiquitous computing applications. The first implements a classical component-based compositional approach, using SLCA, to design higher-level composite Web Services and then increments the graph of cooperating services for the applications. This approach is well suited to design the applications in a known, common and usual context. The second way uses a compositional approach for adaptation using AA, particularly well-suited to tune a set of event-based web services in reaction to a particular variation of the context or even new preferences of the users. We call such compositional approach composition for adaptation. In such process, aspects of assembly are selected either by the user or triggered on context changes and composed by a weaver with logical merging of high-level specifications. The result is then projected in terms of pure elementary modifications of component assemblies. We finally commented results indicating the expressiveness and the performance of such an approach, showing empirically that principles of aspects and program integration can be used to facilitate the design of adaptive application. We further plan to decouple the DSL from the AA concept in order to specify advices by means of assemblies of components making up ‘good practice’ advices and generalize AA-merging algorithm allowing the expert user to define its own merging strategies. Our perspectives get organized around four ways. Firstly we plan to separate the DSL from the AA concept in order to specify advices by means of assemblies of components making up ‘good practice’ advices and generalize AA-merging algorithm allowing the expert user to define its own merging strategies. In second time we want to explore new and generalized AA-merging algorithm allowing the expert user to define its own merging strategies. In the same time, we will ripen the cost model of the composition step. Finally we will press on our works on the AA to introduce a trigger mechanism to the AA selection mechanism.
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